WRONGLY CHARGED? FALSELY ACCUSED?
Author of “Wrongly Charged” A Look At The Legal System tells your audience:
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Are there really people sitting
In jail for crimes they did not
Commit?
Why everyone should carry a
Bailbondsman’s business card
Can I get out of jail if arrested
Without seeing a Judge?
Can I really talk my way out of
A traffic ticket?
Why do you lose even if you win
At a trial
Why do some people get more
Jail time for the exact same crime?
What to expect if I am placed on
Probation?
Can I stay out of jail if I am
convicted?
Is there a way to get a conviction
off my record?
Why do some people plead guilty
To a crime they did NOT commit?

Author David Merkatz

Teaches every aspect
of how the legal system
“Really Works”. From
arrests, to bail bonds,
To the appeals process.
His vast knowledge of
Legal experience,
even without being an
Attorney, included in his
book, is the Landmark
Decision that he won
in 1989, Merkatz vs the
Department of State.
This book is a great
lesson in easy to read
Format on the entire
legal system.

“Wrongly Charged” A Look At The Legal System, Published by Prominent Books is available
In major books stores, Amazon.com, or can be ordered by visiting our website.
www.wronglycharged.com
1-(844)-WRONGLY (976-6459)
**WRONGLY (From Most Cell Phones)

WRONGLY CHARGED
Sample Interview Questions
For David Merkatz
Author of “Wrongly Charged”, A Look At The Legal System
A Guide to How the Legal System “Really Works”

www.wronglycharged.com
1. So David…What made you decide to write this book? (Answer 1 Minute)
2. Why do you say I should always carry a Bail bondsman’s business card in my wallet? (Answer
1 minute)
3. Are there really thousands of people sitting in jail for crimes they did NOT commit? (Answer 12 minutes)
4. Why do so many people actually plead GUILTY to crimes that did NOT commit? (Answer 1-2
Minutes)
5. Why do some people get more jail time for the exact same crime than others? (Answer 1
Minute)
6. Can I really get out of jail if I am arrested WITHOUT seeing a Judge? (Answer 1 Minute)
7. Can I really talk my way out of a traffic ticket? (Answer 1 Minute)
8. Why do you LOSE even if you WIN at trial? (Answer 1 Minute)
9. Can I stay out of jail if I am found GUILTY at a trial? (Answer 1 Minute)
10. If I accept an offer of Probation do I really give up most of my rights? (Answer 1 minute)
11. Is there any way to erase a conviction if I accepted a Plea, at a later date? (Answer 1-2
Minutes)

To Schedule an Interview
Contact David at 1-(844)-WRONGLY (976-6459)
From MOST Cell Phones **WRONGLY

